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Abstract. NESSUS® is a general-purpose software program for probabilistic analysis that 
includes state-of-the-art algorithms, flexible methods for interfacing with external numerical 
models, and a mature graphical user interface.  NESSUS was originally developed for NASA 
under a long-term research and development program to develop methods and tools for reli-
ability analysis of space shuttle main engine components.  In the past few years, recent 
NESSUS development has focused on the incorporation of advanced response surface model-
ing and global sensitivity analysis methods.  NESSUS now includes a variety of tools for 
building and analyzing Gaussian Process (GP) models.  This includes general-purpose GP 
response surface models as well as the Efficient Global Reliability Analysis (EGRA) method, 
which uses adaptive sampling to target surrogate model accuracy in the vicinity of the limit 
state.  In addition, several methods have been implemented into NESSUS for the calculation 
of variance-based sensitivity indices, including sampling-based methods and analytical solu-
tions based on response surface models.  This paper gives an overview of these recent en-
hancements.  In particular, we introduce the NESSUS Response Surface Toolkit (RST), which 
is a recently released standalone software application included with NESSUS for building, 
visualizing, and assessing response surface models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

NESSUS (Numerical Evaluation of Stochastic Structures Under Stress) is a general-
purpose software program for probabilistic analysis.  It was originally created by a team led 
by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) as part of a 10-year NASA project started in 1984 to 
develop a probabilistic design tool for the space shuttle main engine with a focus on probabil-
istic finite element analysis.  The methods and capabilities in NESSUS were designed to sup-
port predicting the probabilistic response and/or probability of failure for computational 
intensive models.  The input variations were modeled using probability density functions and 
propagated using traditional and newly developed probabilistic algorithms.  In 1999, SwRI 
was contracted by Los Alamos National Laboratory to adapt NESSUS for application to ex-
tremely large and complex weapon reliability and uncertainty problems in support of its 
Stockpile Stewardship program.  In 2002, SwRI was contracted by the NASA Glenn Research 
Center to further enhance NESSUS for application to large-scale aero-propulsion system 
problems.  The end result of these large research programs was a completely redesigned soft-
ware tool that includes a sophisticated graphical user interface (GUI), capabilities for per-
forming design of experiments and sensitivity analysis, a probabilistic input database, a 
geometric uncertainty modeling tool for perturbing geometry in existing finite element models, 
and state-of-the-art interfaces to many third-party codes such as Abaqus, ANSYS, LS-DYNA, 
MSC.NASTRAN, and NASGRO.   

NESSUS has seen continuous improvement and application since its beginnings in the late 
1980s.  The most recent enhancements include extensive capabilities for Gaussian process 
response surface modeling and variance-based global sensitivity analysis.  In particular, the 
NESSUS Response Surface Toolkit was released in 2015 as a standalone application specifi-
cally created to address response surface model fitting, visualization, goodness of fit, and sen-
sitivity analysis. 

This paper describes the recent NESSUS enhancements for response surface modeling and 
sensitivity analysis.  Section 2 gives a description of the Gaussian process model formulation 
used by NESSUS and the NESSUS Response Surface Toolkit.  Section 3 gives an overview 
of the Response Surface Toolkit itself.  Section 4 describes three different approaches for reli-
ability analysis with Gaussian process models in NESSUS, including the Efficient Global Re-
liability Analysis (EGRA) method, which uses adaptive sampling.  Section 5 gives an 
overview of global sensitivity analysis in NESSUS. 

2 NESSUS GP MODEL FORMULATION 

Gaussian Process (GP) regression (also known as kriging) is a powerful technique for de-
veloping fast-running response surface or “surrogate” models for computationally expensive 
computer simulations.  The response surface model enables detailed analysis such as Monte 
Carlo sampling, numerical optimization, model calibration, and sensitivity analysis, that 
would be intractable if working directly with original simulation.  This section gives a sum-
mary of the GP model formulation used by the NESSUS software. 

NESSUS uses a Gaussian process response surface model formulation employing a low-
order trend function and a squared-exponential correlation function.  NESSUS supports both 
constant and linear trend functions.  A separable correlation function is employed with unique 
correlation length parameters for each input variable: 
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where a and b are vectors of dimensionality d, and  denotes a correlation length parameter 
associated with dimension i.  The covariance matrix associated with the training data is given 
by: 

 noiseΣRΣ  2 , (2) 

where  is the process variance, R is the correlation matrix based on Eq. (1), and noiseΣ  is a 

diagonal noise covariance matrix with all diagonal entries given by 2
noise .  When modeling 

training data from a deterministic computer simulation, the noise variance is commonly as-
sumed to be zero, resulting in a response surface that directly interpolates the training data. 

In NESSUS, the GP parameters (the trend coefficients, process variance, correlation 
lengths, and optionally noise variance) are estimated using maximum likelihood.  The profile 
log likelihood function is maximized by searching over the correlation parameter space, and 
the trend coefficients and process variance are set to their optimal values conditional on the 
correlation parameters.  The noise variance can also be estimated as part of the procedure, in 
which case NESSUS maximizes the restricted likelihood function.  Further details can be 
found in ref. [1].  NESSUS supports both gradient-based and global search methods.  

NESSUS automatically performs goodness of fit assessment using leave-one-out cross-
validation.  This is determined by holding all of the GP model parameters (trend and covari-
ance parameters) constant, deleting one observation from the GP model, predicting its value, 
and repeating for each observation in the training set.  Instead of explicitly creating n GP 
models, the cross-validation errors can be computed efficiently as described by ref. [2].  
NESSUS summarizes the model accuracy by a “cross-validation R2” (also known as “predic-
tion R2” [2]): 

 TCVCV SSSSER /12  , (3) 

where CVSSE  is the sum of squares of the leave-one-out cross-validation residuals and TSS  is 

the usual total sum of squares of the training data response values. 

3 NESSUS RESPONSE SURFACE TOOLKIT 

The NESSUS Response Surface Toolkit (RST), released in 2015, is a standalone applica-
tion included with NESSUS that provides a suite of tools for designing, fitting, assessing, vis-
ualizing, and making predictions with response surface models.  Some of the key capabilities 
include: 
 Design of experiments using Latin Hypercube sampling, with options for correlation re-

duction and point spacing optimization 

 Fit polynomial regression and Gaussian process regression response surface models 

 Evaluate goodness of fit using leave-one-out cross-validation 

 Plot 2D and 3D slices of the model 

 Evaluate importance of variables using variance-based (global) sensitivity analysis 

 Make model predictions at user-specified input values 

 Export models for use in the NESSUS software 

 Import models created by the NESSUS software 
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The RST provides streamlined capability for quickly generating and visualizing a design of 
computer experiments based on Latin Hypercube sampling (Figure 1).  The interface allows 
the user to declare, name, and assign bounds to the variables.  Then the user simply specifies 
the number of samples and clicks on the “Generate Design” button.  By default, 100 random 
designs are generated and the best is selected as the one that maximizes the minimum distance 
between points.  The number of designs can be configured by the user from the “Iterations” 
field.  An option is also provided for correlation reduction using the Iman-Conover method 
[3].  Random number seed control is also provided for reproducibility.  Once the samples 
have been generated, pairwise or three-way plots among the variables can quickly be generat-
ed using a menu driven system, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1.  NESSUS RST design of experiments settings 

 
Figure 2.  NESSUS RST menu for visualization of design of experiments sample points 

Generated designs can be saved with metadata (such as the variable bounds, random num-
ber seed, and other settings) and also exported to a delimited text file.  The RST also includes 
the capability to “augment” an existing design [4].  For an initial design with n points, aug-
menting adds n new points to the design such that the overall 2n-point design maintains a Lat-
in Hypercube structure. 

The RST provides a fast and flexible interface for loading existing training data to create a 
response surface, as shown in Figure 3.  Training data can be read from plain text files using 
whitespace, comma, and other delimiters.  Headers, when available, are used to initially de-
fine variable names, and can be overridden by the user.  Each column detected in the file can 
be assigned as an input variable, a response variable, or ignored.  The default settings treat the 
last column as the response variable and all others as input variables. 
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Figure 3.  Loading training data using NESSUS RST 

Once the training data have been loaded, the RST displays a summary of correlations be-
tween the inputs and the response variable, and provides the ability to show a scatter plot be-
tween any two or three variables (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4.  NESSUS RST training data visualization prior to response surface model fitting 

Next, the user is provided a simple set of options for fitting the response surface model, as 
shown in Figure 5.  Two model types are available: Gaussian Process and polynomial regres-
sion.  The Gaussian Process model provides options for a constant or linear trend, three set-
tings for observation noise, and several options for the optimization method used during 
parameter estimation.  The options for observation noise include noise-free ( 02 noise ), esti-

mation of 2
noise  by restricted likelihood maximization, and user-specification of the noise 
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standard deviation, noise .  The option to fit the noise variance is especially useful when the 

training data are the results of physical experiments, as opposed to computer experiments. 

 
Figure 5.  NESSUS RST response surface fitting options 

Upon fitting the response surface model, the RST displays a summary of information that 
includes cross-validation results, input variable sensitivities, and surface visualization (Figure 
6).  This includes fit and cross-validation R2 values, as well as the noise standard deviation, 
reciprocal condition number, and log likelihood for GP models.  The reciprocal condition 
number can be used to identify ill-conditioning of the GP correlation matrix, which can ad-
versely impact performance when the value begins to approach roughly 10-13 or smaller.  This 
can be remedied by removing training points or re-fitting the model with a small amount of 
noise variance. 

 
Figure 6.  NESSUS RST screen for reviewing and visualizing the response surface model 

The miniature “Sensitivities” plot in the Review Model screen can be expanded to a full-
size plot, as shown in Figure 7.  On this plot, the x-axis shows the main and total effect indi-
ces obtained using variance-based global sensitivity analysis.  In order to do this, each re-
sponse surface input variable is modeled using a normal distribution with mean and standard 
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deviation estimated from the training data (the range of the training data is treated as five 
standard deviations).  The sensitivity indices are then computed efficiently using the analyti-
cal solution given in [5].  For complete control of how the probability distributions for the in-
put variables are defined, the user can load the response surface model into NESSUS and use 
the global sensitivity analysis type (see Section 5). 

 
Figure 7.  Variance-based sensitivity indices in NESSUS RST 

The controls in the bottom of the Review Model screen are geared towards response sur-
face visualization when the Plot tab is selected.  By default, a 2D line plot of normalized main 
effect curves for all inputs, with confidence bounds, is shown, as seen in Figure 6.  In this plot, 
the x-axis represents a scaled version of each input variable, in which the training data values 
are used to scale each input to the range [-1,1].  In other words, a value of -1 on this scale in-
dicates that the variable is equal to the smallest value of that variable occurring in the training 
set.  Similarly, the largest value in the training set corresponds to +1. 

For each curve, the y-axis plots the main effect of the response, which is the expectation of 
the response conditional on the value of the given input variable.  The same probability distri-
butions used for variance decomposition are employed for determination of the main effect 
curves.  By default, the plot also shows a central 95% confidence interval for each main effect 
curve as a shaded region.  The confidence bounds are derived from the GP model fit.  Both 
the main effect curves and their confidence bounds are computed efficiently using a combina-
tion of derivations from refs. [5,6].  

To the left of the plot, a variety of settings are available to control the behavior of the plot.  
The “Input variables” section provides control of which variables are shown in the plot.  
When the plot type is “Multiple”, individual variables can be removed from the plot using 
these controls.  For convenience, the global sensitivity indices are shown next to each variable, 
making it easy to quickly find and plot the most important variables. 

The type of plot can be configured under the “Plot settings” area.  The “Single” plot type 
limits the plot to a single curve.  In this mode, the input variable selections control which 
curve is plotted, as opposed to adding or removing curves, like they do in “Multiple” plot 
mode. 
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The “Tiled” plot type presents an array of plots, each of which plots the main effect curve 
for a single input variable.  An example of the tiled plot is shown in Figure 8, where the plot-
ting area has been maximized so that all nine plots can be seen at once.  Unlike the “Multiple” 
plot type, which uses scaling in order to display all variables on a single plot, the tiled plot 
uses the original units for each input variable, which can make the interpretation more intui-
tive.  Also note that the tiled plot uses the same y-axis range for each individual plot, making 
it possible to quickly assess the relative influence of each variable. 

 
Figure 8.  NESSUS RST “Tiled” plot mode, showing the main effect curve for each response surface variable. 

Under the plot settings area, display of the training data can also be enabled for either the 
single or tiled plot types.  When this is done, the training data are projected onto the two-
dimensional plot axes.  Some caution is needed when interpreting this kind of display of the 
data, since not all dimensions of the training data input space are represented in the plot. 

Three-dimensional visualization of the response surface can also be enabled using the plot 
settings.  In 3D plotting mode, the user selects two input variables for the horizontal axes, and 
the response is plotted on the vertical axis.  In 3D mode, the surface is conditioned on fixed 
values of the input variables not being plotted, unlike 2D mode, which averages over the re-
maining variables to obtain main effect curves. 

The RST allows for reading and writing both polynomial and GP response surface models 
to a platform-independent file.  When writing a GP model to a file, the following data are in-
cluded: 
 The training data input and output values 

 The Cholesky factor of the GP correlation matrix, R 

 Solution of the linear system used for prediction,  FβYR 1 , where Y are the training 
data response values and Fβ  is the trend function evaluated at the training data locations 
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 The correlation parameters determined via maximum likelihood estimation 

 The trend coefficients, process variance, and noise variance 

The response surface model file can then be read back into either NESSUS or NESSUS RST.  
In addition to capturing the options used to fit the model such as the trend order and noise var-
iance, this has the advantage that the GP mean and covariance parameters do not need to be 
estimated again, nor does the correlation matrix need to be reconstructed or factored.  Thus, 
for large data sets, reloading the GP from file provides significant time and computation sav-
ings. 

4 NESSUS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

Unlike the Response Surface Toolkit, the NESSUS software is designed for general pur-
pose probabilistic analysis.  In particular, NESSUS has several probabilistic methods for reli-
ability analysis, including Monte Carlo sampling, Latin Hypercube sampling, importance 
sampling, Advanced Mean Value, First Order Reliability Method (FORM), and more.  Any of 
these reliability analysis methods can be used in conjunction with response surface modeling. 

There are three approaches for using response surface models for reliability analysis in 
NESSUS: declaring an equation in the problem statement as a regression model, using a re-
sponse surface-based reliability method, and using the Efficient Global Reliability Analysis 
(EGRA) method.  Further information about each of these approaches is given in the follow-
ing sections. 

4.1 Regression model type 

The first approach is to declare one or more equations in the problem statement as a nu-
merical model, and then define the numerical model as a regression model type.  NESSUS 
provides options for both polynomial and Gaussian Process regression models.  The GP mod-
el can be defined based on user-specified training data or based on a previously saved GP 
model file.  Thus, this is the way to use in NESSUS a GP model created by RST.   

If the GP regression model is specified based on training data, then upon running the anal-
ysis, NESSUS will first fit the GP model using maximum likelihood estimation, as described 
in Section 2.  NESSUS will also save the resulting GP model to a file, so that it can be ana-
lyzed using the RST or re-used from NESSUS without having to re-fit the model. 

Once the regression model is defined, the NESSUS analysis behaves the same as with any 
other equations or numerical models.  Any probabilistic methods can be used, including glob-
al sensitivity analysis as described in Section 5.  Since the response surfaces are computation-
ally very efficient, it is common to use them in conjunction with exhaustive sampling 
methods such as Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube sampling. 

This approach also allows one to build up the problem statement hierarchically.  For ex-
ample, a finite element model for predicting stress might be replaced by a response surface, 
whose output is fed into an analytical equation for crack growth prediction.  A sequence of 
multiple independent response surface models could also be used. 

4.2 Response surface method 

In the second approach, the three steps of design of computer experiments, response sur-
face fitting, and response surface sampling are considered collectively as a reliability analysis 
method.  With this approach, the user defines the problem statement so that NESSUS inter-
faces directly with the original (computationally expensive) model or models.  For example, 
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the problem statement may include calls to a finite element model or other external numerical 
code. 

NESSUS provides three probabilistic analysis methods that fit into this category: the “Re-
sponse Surface Method (RSM)”, “Gaussian Process Response Surface Method (RSM_GP)”, 
and “Efficient Global Reliability Analysis (EGRA)”.  EGRA uses adaptive sampling and will 
be discussed in the next section. 

The NESSUS Response Surface Method uses low-order polynomial fitting and is based on 
traditional Design of Experiments techniques such as the central composite design.  The 
Gaussian Process Response Surface Method was added in NESSUS version 9 and is preferred 
when interfacing NESSUS with external models such as finite element simulations.  The user 
has three options when working with this method.  The first is the number of response surface 
training points that NESSUS will use.  This determines how many evaluations of the problem 
statement NESSUS will perform.   

The second option is specification of the bounds used for the design of experiments.  The 
bounds are specified in terms of an equivalent standard normal variable (“u-space” in 
NESSUS terminology).  The default bounds for each variable are -3 to +3 in u-space, which 
will correspond to +/-3 standard deviations for variables that are assigned normal distributions.  
NESSUS uses the bounds to generate a Latin Hypercube design.  Unlike the Latin Hypercube 
Sampling reliability analysis method, this Latin Hypercube design is based on uniform distri-
butions, regardless of the user-specified distribution types. 

Finally, the user can also specify the number of times to sample the response surface when 
performing the probabilistic analysis.  This sampling is performed using basic Monte Carlo 
simulation.  The default is to use 100,000 samples.  

4.3 Efficient Global Reliability Analysis (EGRA) method 

The Efficient Global Reliability Analysis (EGRA) [7] method is similar to the Gaussian 
Process Response Surface Method in NESSUS, in that it incorporates all steps of the analysis 
including design of computer experiments, response surface fitting, and sampling.  The differ-
ence is that EGRA uses an adaptive sampling approach to iteratively add new training points 
to the GP model, specifically targeting accuracy of the GP model in the vicinity of the limit 
state.  By ensuring accuracy of the GP model in this critical region, EGRA can efficiently 
provide an accurate estimate of the reliability.  EGRA is an extension of the Efficient Global 
Optimization (EGO) [8] method for numerical optimization. 

EGRA uses the so-called expected feasibility function (EFF) to select the location at which 
a new training point should be added to the Gaussian process model by maximizing the ex-
pectation that the point lies on the limit state contour.  A point could be expected to lie on the 
limit state contour if its predicted value is near the limit state value, or if the uncertainty in its 
prediction is such that there is a significant probability of its true value being near the limit 
state value.  Because the uncertainty is higher in regions of the space with fewer observations, 
this provides a balance between exploiting areas that are predicted to be near the limit state, 
and exploring areas where more information is needed.  The general procedure of EGRA is: 

1. Build an initial Gaussian process model of the response function. 
2. Iteratively add training data until a stopping criterion is met: 

a. Find the point that maximizes the EFF. 
b. Evaluate the true response function at the new point and add it to the train-

ing set. 
3. Use Monte Carlo sampling or another appropriate probabilistic method to compute 

the probability of failure by sampling the converged Gaussian process response sur-
face. 
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To define the expected feasibility function, let the limit state be denoted by the equality
  0zg x .  The prediction from the GP model at any point in the design space follows a 

Gaussian distribution, and can be written: 

       xxx ggNg  ,~ˆ  (4) 

where the mean  xg  and variance  x2
g  are the GP mean and variance conditioned on the 

training data (see, e.g. ref. [1]).  Inspired by the contour estimation work in ref. [9], the ex-
pected feasibility function is defined as: 

          xxxx  ,ˆmin 0zgEEF   (5) 

where the  term is used to focus the search in the immediate vicinity of the response thresh-
old.  This expectation can be calculated by integrating over 0z : 
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This integral can be expressed analytically in terms of the standard normal probability density 
function and cumulative density function, as given in ref. [7]. 

In NESSUS, the initial training set is generated with     2/21 varvar  nn  samples, where 

nvar is the number of random variables.  These samples are generated following a Latin Hy-
percube design that is uniformly spaced with bounds based on critical values from an equiva-
lent standard normal distribution.  By default, the design space is defined based on equivalent 
standard normal values of 5 , but this value can be changed by the user.  Alternatively, 
NESSUS allows the user to prescribe the search bounds for each variable in the original space 
(x-space). 

To specify the expected feasibility, NESSUS uses  xg 2 .  The expected feasibility 

function is often multimodal, so NESSUS uses the DIRECT optimization algorithm [10] to 
ensure that the global optimum is found.  The default stopping criterion for the expected fea-
sibility is 0.00001, but this can also be changed by the user. 

Finally, NESSUS uses multimodal adaptive importance sampling [11] by default to sample 
the final GP model for probability of failure calculation.  However, the user can also select 
basic Monte Carlo sampling or Latin Hypercube sampling.  The sample size can also be set by 
the user. 

5 NESSUS GLOBAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Introduced in version 9.6, NESSUS includes variance-based global sensitivity analysis as 
an alternative analysis type to reliability analysis.  When global sensitivity analysis is used, 
NESSUS decomposes the variance of the top-level response variable from the problem state-
ment with respect to the user-defined input random variables.  The main and total effect sensi-
tivity indices [12] are computed for each variable. 

Three numerical methods are provided for variance decomposition.  The first is referred to 
in NESSUS as “Structured Monte Carlo” sampling, which implements the efficient sampling 
scheme outlined by [12].  The default is to use Sobol sequences, but NESSUS also supports 
Latin Hypercube sampling and basic Monte Carlo sampling.  Sample estimates for the main 
and total effect indices are adapted from the equations proposed in refs. [13,14].  The second 
method available in NESSUS is the Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) [15]. 
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The third method available in NESSUS is “GP with analytical sensitivities”, which is simi-
lar to the GP Response Surface Method for reliability analysis, in that it performs both the de-
sign of computer experiments and response surface model fitting.  The training points are 
generated based on a uniform Latin Hypercube design with bounds set at -3 and +3 in equiva-
lent standard normal space.  Once the GP model is constructed, the sensitivity indices are 
computed exactly, as described in ref. [5].  This method is only supported with random varia-
bles that have either normal or uniform distributions. 

It is also possible to use sampling-based estimation of the sensitivity indices in conjunction 
with response surface modeling.  This enables one to perform global sensitivity analysis for a 
GP model for random variable types that are not supported by the analytical calculations.  It 
also allows the user to perform sensitivity analysis on response surface models that have al-
ready been built, or to achieve greater control of the sampling scheme used for design of 
computer experiments.  This is done by using the regression model type described in Section 
4.1 to define response surface models for one or more of the equations in the problem state-
ment.  The response surface model can then be specified based on either existing training data 
or a previously saved response surface model file. 

6 CONCLUSIONS  

NESSUS is a general-purpose software program for probabilistic analysis and was origi-
nally developed in the 1980’s as part of a long-term research and development program with 
NASA.  This paper describes the most recent enhancements to the NESSUS software, which 
have focused on Gaussian process response surface modeling and global sensitivity analysis.  
NESSUS includes several options for employing GP models in reliability analysis, including 
adaptive sampling via the Efficient Global Reliability Analysis (EGRA) method.  NESSUS 
also includes capabilities for variance-based global sensitivity analysis using sampling-based 
estimates or response surface-based solutions. 

The NESSUS Response Surface Toolkit (RST) was introduced in 2015 as standalone com-
panion application included with NESSUS.  The RST provides a suite of tools for designing, 
fitting, assessing, visualizing, and making predictions with response surface models.  The 
RST includes options for fitting both Gaussian process and polynomial regression models, 
and it can read and write to an open “.rsm” file format that is compatible with NESSUS.  
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